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AMERICAN WHISKEY 
AMADOR 10 BARRELS this unique whiskey is 60% straight malt& 40% hop flavored $20 
AMADOR DOUBLE BARREL balanced and smooth double barrel aged $9.50 
BERNHEIM WHEAT an award winning wheater, made in small batches, smooth $7 
GEORGE DICKEL No. 8 dark fruit and toasted wood, long smooth finish $5.50 
GEORGE DICKEL No. 12   aromas of oak, ash & toasted grain, perfect on the rocks $6 
GEORGE DICKEL SELECT aged 10 & 12 years, smooth & perfectly balanced, hint of vanilla. $8 
GENTLEMAN JACK the only whiskey in the world to be charcoal mellowed twice $7 
JACK DANIEL’S NO.7 an American classic from Tennessee $5.50 
JACK DANIEL’S HONEY Jack Daniel’s Whiskey and a unique honey liqueur $5.50 
JACK DANIEL’S FIRE red hot cinnamon liquor with old No. 7 $5.50 
JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL richer with less sweetness and more power than old No.7 $11 
KOVAL 4 GRAIN banana sweetness, rich earthen tones, creamy palate and spicy finish. $9 
KOVAL MILLET first whiskey to be made with millet, nuts and vanilla on the palate, clean bright finish $9 
MICHTER’S SOUR MASH limited small batch with unique grain selection $10.50 
SEAGRAM’S 7   smooth bodied, apricot flavored, buttery delight $5 
 
 

BOURBON 
1792 SMALL BATCH their signature high rye recipe from hand selected barrels, smooth $7.50 
ANGEL’S ENVY finished in port barrels flavor is light, tart spiciness at the front, maple & vanilla behind.  $16 
BASIL HAYDEN made with corn, rye, and barley, a mellow bourbon $10 
BIRD DOG APPLE lush succulent apple flavors, finishes with a sweet, warm cinnamon zest $5.50 
BIRD DOG BLACKBERRY infused two distinct flavors to create the soft whiskey $5.5 

BIRD DOG JALAPENO HONEY Smooth hints of vanilla and honey notes with a warm jalapeno finish $5.50 
BIRD DOG PEACH immersed juicy, savory peaches to create this smooth, easy to drink whiskey $5.50 
BLACK SADDLE 12 yr No real burn or rye bite. This isn't exactly a dessert bourbon but it's close $10 
BLANTON’S SINGLE BARREL mix of sugar, caramel, orange and cloves.  Sipper or on ice $12.50 
BOOKERS uncut, unfiltered straight from barrel, aged 6 – 8 years,   smoky vanilla notes $16 
BUFFALO TRACE hints of vanilla, toffee and candied fruit. The smooth finish lingers $6 
CLYDE MAYS A select reserve of our special stock aged 6 to 7 years and finished with a natural essence of apple.  
EVAN WILLIAMS sweet nose, vanilla and maple notes, with a little spice $5 
EZRA BROOKS a medium to full body with rich sweetness and hint of chocolate $5 
FIGHTING COCK aged six years, an extra kick provided by substitution of rye for wheat in the mash $5 
FOUR ROSES SINGLE BARREL complex and full bodied with smooth and long finish $9 
FOUR ROSES SMALL BATCH small batch made up of selected casks. Aged between 10 & 15 yrs $6 
THE DUKE in honor of John Wayne, this 5 to 10 year old small batch offering is great $7.50 

HENRY MCKENNA 10 YR, the only bottled in bond single barrel whiskey on the market $7.50 
HUDSON BABY 100% corn, vanilla and caramel notes $12 
J. HENRY & SON’S made right here in Lodi, WI, chewy and delicious, aged 5 years $10 
JEFFERSON’S OCEAN Aged at sea 3-4 years which adds a smidge of smoke and salt,  caramel drives mid palate $19 
JESSE JAMES Very smooth and pleasant. Sour, then smoky, brown sugar sweetness quickly after $4.50 
JIM BEAM BLACK caramel, vanilla, fig cake, & subtle sweet corn, date, raisin, & a dusting of spice $5 
JIM BEAM BONDED oak spiciness, medium-bodied with a balanced flavor. $6 
JIM BEAM DEVIL’S CUT distinctly bold bourbon with rich oak & vanilla flavor $5.50 
JIM BEAM DISTILLER’S MASTERPIECE usually only available at distillery, smooth, rich & full-bodied $40 
JIM BEAM DOUBLE OAK intense in caramel and toffee flavors with a distinctive spiced oakiness. $7 
JIM BEAM FIRE has absolutely nailed the red hot/fireball flavored whiskey in a way that’s superior to Fireball $5 
JIM BEAM HONEY oak and vanilla with a rich finish of honey $5 
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JIM BEAM MAPLE World’s finest bourbon infused with maple $5 
JIM BEAM RED STAG Jim Beam flavored with natural cherry flavor $4.50 
JIM BEAM SINGLE BARREL only 1% of Beam barrels qualify for this hand crafted gem :$8.50 
KNOB CREEK aged 9 years in charred oak, a maple sugar aroma and distinctive sweetness $7.50 
KNOB CREEK MAPLE- Maple notes that lift to smoke enhanced with vanilla & caramel. Smokey finish  $8.50 
KNOB CREEK SINGLE BARREL RESERVE Some bourbon fans will find this high proof enjoyable, but most will want to 
add a few drops of cool water to fully release the flavors and aromas of this great bourbon.  Without water, this bourbon 
packs a big, alcoholic punch, followed by hints of cinnamon, vanilla, and caramel. With just a bit of water, though, Knob 
Creek Single Barrel Reserve opens up, with spicy rye notes, oak, and an exotic honeyed brightness begins to emerge $10.50 
KOVAL 4 GRAIN distilled from a mash bill of oat, malted barley, rye, and wheat.  $9 
KOVAL MILLET Aged in new American oak.  This is the first whiskey to be made out of millet $9 
KOVAL single barrel with notes of mango, chutney, vanilla and a peppery caramel finish $9 
KOVAL NICE ASH CASK STRENGTH 55%ABV BEST OF ALL BARRELS.  $11, BOTTLE $60  
LARCENY-Double gold medal winner. Buttery caramel & honey, rich mouthfeel. Finish is long, sweet and savory $6 
MAKER’S MARK wheated bourbon (instead of rye), mellow and easy-to-drink, $6 
MAKER’S MARK 46 inserted charred French oak staves & an additional 2 to 3 months aging $8.50  
MICHTER’S SMALL BATCH sweet with peppery spice without the bite!  $9.50 
OLD LOG CABIN 51% percent Washington corn and a whopping 49% Washington malted barley $10 
***PAPPY VAN WINKLE – ask about our Pappy Program for 10, 12, 15 & 20 yr old Pappy 
RABBIT HOLE-unorthodox 4 grain mash spectacular sipping bourbon, strong backbone explodes with flavor$11.50 
REBEL YELL-Honey and butter followed by a hint of plum for a long, warm finish with a touch of spice $5 
RUSSELL’S RESERVE 10 yr very spicy with notes of chili peppers, almonds and cumin $8 
RUSSELL’S SINGLE BARREL a burst of intense vanilla and hints of burnt orange $10 
TRAVERSE CITY BOURBON exceptionally smooth offering from Michigan $7.50 
TRAVERSE CITY CHERRY old fasioned perfection with real Michigan cherries.  $7.50 
WILD TURKEY 81 a mellower counterpart to Wild Turkey 101; almonds, honey, and blackberries $5 
WILD TURKEY 101 an explosion of vanilla and caramel; hints of honey and oranges $5 
WILD TURKEY DIAMOND in honor of Jimmy Russell’s 60th anniversary, limited $22 
WILD TURKEY HONEY a big body with floral notes and hints of honey $5.50 
WILD TURKEY KY SPIRIT single barrel, layering of almonds, honey, blackberries, and leather $10 
WILLIAM WOLF PECAN BOURBON – American bourbon infused with pecans in Holland $7 
WOODFORD RESERVE hand crafted in small batches, crisp, clean finish $8 

WOODFORD RESERVE DOUBLE OAK toffee, caramel, chocolate and orange notes $13 
YELLOWSTONE SELECT Kentucky Straight Bourbon hand selected casks from Beam family $10 

 
CANADIAN WHISKY 
CANADIAN CLUB 10 subtle flavors of rye, malt, barley and corn marry $5 
CROWN ROYAL an exceptionally smooth whiskey with a caramel and vanilla nose $5.50 
CROWN ROYAL APPLE strong burst of apple for your favorite cocktails $5.50 
CROWN ROYAL MAPLE crown royal with a warm and woody maple touch $5.50 
CROWN ROYAL RYE 2016 Whisky Bible‘s World Whiskey of the year, smooth n creamy $7 
CROWN ROYAL VANILLA infused with the rich flavor of Madagascar Bourbon Vanilla. $5.50 
CROWN ROYAL XO blend of 50 whiskeys & finished in cognac casks for complexity $12.50 
CROWN ROYAL XR the rarest of the Rare Whisky Series, very smooth and rich $23 
FORTY CREEK CONFEDERATE aged in Canadian oak barrels, creamy full bodied $11.50 
SEAGRAM VO pepper, ginger, ripe dark fruit, earth, floral notes, vanilla, cedar, fruity & spicy $5 
WISER’S 18 YR robust hints of apple and caramel with a smooth finish $14.50 
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Cognacs & Liquors 
B & B Subtly spiced Benedictine liquor and fine French cognac $7.00 
BARENJAGER  A delicious German honey liqueur $5.50 
COURVOISIER An elegant cognac with strong notes of fresh fruit and a fresh oaky taste. $7 
DRAMBUIE 40% ABV liqueur made from Scotch whisky, honey, herbs and spices $9 
HENNESSY flavors suggest grilled almonds, supported by notes of fresh grapes $9grilled 
KELT VSOP- every barrel sent on 3 month sea journey around world – Tour du Monde “ocean maturation” $12 
ORPHAN GIRL BOURBON LIQUOR- Try it with rootbeer or hard rootbeer for a Dirty Girl.  $5 
REMY MARTIN VSOP perfect harmony between the firm character of ripe fruit and subtle notes of licorice $10 

 
IRISH WHISKEY 
2 GINGERS smooth, malty and slightly sweet, blended Whiskey $5.50 
BUSHMILLS  a classic light, smooth Irish Whiskey $6 

CLONTARF velvety soft, creamy nose with toffee and spice $5 
CONNEMARA an award winning uniquely peated Irish whiskey $10 

GREENORE- single-grain whiskey in a market dominated by blends and single malts. $15 
IRISHMAN multiple award winning, triple distilled single malt $7 
JAMESON balances sweet, nutty flavor of sherry casks with wood and vanilla from bourbon casks  $6 
JAMESON CASKMATES Stout edition; sweet mouth coating typical of the Irish pot still inclusion is quickly complemented 
by the subtle touch of hops and cocoa beans from the beer cask finish.Long and sweet finish with milk chocolate and 
butterscotch. $7 
JAMESON CASKMATES IPA edition; hops and light citrus with sweet herbal notes and delicate spicy tones.  The lingering 
fresh fruit and hops give way to the grains of barley and a signature smooth finish. $7 
JAMESON 18 LIMITED RESERVE vanilla, wood and spice  $24 
KNAPPOGUE 12 yr    fruity, delicate tastes of marshmallow, brown sugar, vanilla, and marzipan $7 
KNAPPOGUE 16 yr   smooth, mellow flavor is enhanced by the nutty sherried oak, apples & olives $15 
PADDY’S   particularly light, well balanced and pure $5.50 
POWERS this is native Ireland’s best-selling whiskey, powerful & spicy goodness $5 

QUIET MAN 4 yr Vanilla, honey, cinnamon and apple notes $7.50 
QUIET MAN 8 yr  honey, vanilla, spicy oak with an exceptionally smooth finish  $10 

RED BREAST 12 yr palate is spicy and of good body. There are notes of nuts and citrus $15 
RED BREAST 21 NOSE-Remarkable aroma spanning fresh tropical fruits, nuts & rich dried fruit. Palate-soft vanilla, toasted 
oak and sherry nuttiness. Luscious fleshy fruit notes complete the creamy mouthfeel. Finish-lingers, seemingly forever, to 
oak and Pot Still spices and then, the final bow from barley - where it all began. $35 
TEELING SINGLE GRAIN strong & spicy developing into lush fruits leading to a dry finish $10 
TEELING SMALL BATCH finished in rum casks. Malt, dried fruit & light notes of spice, dark sweets and taffy $7.50 
TULLAMORE DEW   distinctive Irish whiskey with a smooth, mild, mellow taste $5.50 

 
Rye 
 

ANGELS ENVY RYE very limited, finished in Caribbean rum cask used for cognac $15 
BASIL HAYDEN DARK RYE re barreled in newly charred then blended with straight rye whiskey $10 
BULLEIT RYE Mild tobacco and cherry notes hit first. Mid-palate becomes buttery smooth $6 
CROWN ROYAL RYE 2016 Whisky Bible‘s World Whiskey of the year, smooth n creamy $7 
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GEORGE DICKEL RYE chilled and then charcoal filtered for a smoother taste $5 
JACK DANIELS RYE unique rye that’s undeniably spicy and complex yet sippin’ smooth $5 
JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL RYE sweet caramel, banana and a little oak   $13 
JIM BEAM PRE-PROHIBITION RYE The proofing here is spot on, supporting the flavor experience without adding 
too much fire. $5 
JOURNEYMAN RAVENSWOOD RYE a small barrel aged rye, quite complex $10 
MICHTER’S SINGLE BARREL RYE traced back to 1753 it has been a staple for centuries $9.50 
PENNINGTON’S STRAWBERRY RYE sweet notes of fresh strawberries with the spice of Rye $4.50 
POW WOW infused in tiny batches over time, Saffron, Orange Peel and other botanicals $9 
RITTENHOUSE a classic Pennsylvania rye, robust and perfect for your favorite cocktail $6 
RUSSELL’S this 6 yr small batch has a hint of caramel & vanilla with notes of almond & allspice.  $8 
RUSSELL’S SINGLE BARREL  A really nice balance, thick full body and viscous heavy texture  $12 
SLOW N’ LOW this is not our grandfather’s rye!  Sweet and delicious $5 
TEMPLETON RYE a whiskey with a great history, reportedly Al Capone’s favorite, smooth $9.50 
TOWN BRANCH RYE spicy rye notes of vanilla & oak finishing with a peppery, warm dry finish $12 
WHISTLEPIG RYE 10 yr 100 proof.  A 100% rye whiskey that will change your mind about ryes $16 
WHISTLEPIG OLD WORLD RYE 12 yr Award winning use of old world European casks $19  
WHISTLEPIG RYE 15 yr 97 points from Wine Enthusiast and perfected over 15 years.  $23 
WOODFORD RYE Bold flavors of pepper and tobacco with a long fruit and sweet spicy finish $10 

 
SCOTCH WHISKY 
 

ABERFELDY 12 yr (S), lovely combination of caramel, butterscotch and dried fruit $11 
ABERLOUR 12 yr (H), dry medium body, brown spice and pepper   $10 

ADELPHI: Scotland’s most acclaimed bottler of rare single cask and limited edition single malt whisky.  The criteria 
for selection include rarity and maturity, but above all flavor.  These very special casks are very rare.  
ADELPHI ARDMORE 14 yr (S) This Ardmore is from a 1st fill ex-Bourbon cask which produced 157 bottles. Malted barley 
with waxy notes, cashew nuts, lemon and salt.  Followed by banana These very special casks are very rare. $25 
ADELPHI GLENGARIOCH 21yr (H) worn leather at first, then mango & date pudding. Figs, plums, ginger & cocoa 
powder. Tangy, minty, & wood returns with lingering bitter coffee on the long finish.  Only 285 bottles.  $30 
ADELPHI GLENTURRET 27 yr (H) 232 bottles. Let it breathe, cake mix candied fruit, becoming more intense with candied 
orange peel & liqorice on a buttery base. Much sweeter with water, massive chocolate aftertaste, quite magnificent. $40  
ADELPHI LONGMORN 22 yr (S) 232 bottles. Longmorn matured in a Sherry cask 22 years. Caramel fudge, smokey honey, 
ripe cantaloupe. Tingly with pepper and toasted cereals followed by sugars in the form of added vanilla and honey.  $30 
ARDBEG 10 yr Aromas of ocean air, taffy & undeniable peat smoke balanced by vanilla & lemon zest. The finish, 
which is mildly sweet, is nicely seasoned by malt grains, espresso and chocolate-covered almonds. $16 
AUCHENTOSHAN 3 WOOD (L), (Aw-ken-tosh-an) aged in 3 different barrels, complex $14 
BALVENIE 12 DOUBLEWOOD (S), aged in bourbon & sherry barrels $13 
BALVENIE 17 DOUBLEWOOD (S), aged in bourbon & sherry barrels $25 
BALVENIE 14 CARIBBEAN CASK (S), aged in oak & finished in rum barrels $20 
BALVENIE PEAT WEEK Balvenie produces peated whisky one week/year, aged in American oak 14 years.  The result is a 
gently smoky whisky with notes of vanilla, citrus and blossom honey $20 
BLACK BOTTLE (B) Full with slight sweetness followed by a delightful, smoky flavor $7.50 
BOWMORE 12 yr Islay, (Ba-more) wonderfully rich and complex flavors $10 
BUCHANAN’S 12 yr (B), silky dry-yet-fruity medium body $8.50 
BUNNAHABHAIN 12 yr (Islay) (bunna-havn)  gentle taste with wisps of smoke.$14 
BUNNAHABHAIN 25 yr (Islay) a plethora of rich, dark flavors, smoke and long finish  $40 
BUNNAHABHAIN TOITEACH (Islay) light peat and sweet smoke with a long finish $17 
CAOL ILA 12 yr Islay, (cull-eela) medium body, a balanced, peaty beauty $13 
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CAOL ILA 18 Islay Unpeated Caol Ila is an annual event, but this year (2018)edition is a very special whisky. $28 
CARDHU 12 yr (S), a well-balanced, gentle single malt $9 
CARDHU GOLD RESERVE: Baked apple and spice aromas, the palate has rich caramel notes with subtle apple, clove and 
nuttiness. The finish is dry and light with a sweet caramel finish.  $12 
CHIVAS REGAL 12 yr (B), bit of spice and maltiness $7 
CLYNELISH RESERVE: A complex combination of Highland and maritime notes, complemented by bursts of fresh tropical 
fruits that give way to a smooth vanilla character. $17 
DALWHINNIE’S WINTER FROST: Honeyed sweetness and spicy warmth. The palate delivers sweet notes of honey and 
fresh fig followed by maltiness and decadent fruit cake. $12 
DEANSTON 12 (H) un-chill filtered  malt with fragrant, fruity flavor & a  sweet aftertaste.  $13 
DEWAR’S WHITE (B), timeless Scotch whisky that tastes rich and mellow $6 
DEWAR’S 15 (B), limited release of a smooth, great introduction to scotch $14 
DIMPLE PINCH (B), a subtle blend of 15 year old whiskies $9 
GLENFIDDICH 12 yr (H), Great intro scotch, apple & grass $9 
GLENFIDDICH 15 yr (H), from three types of casks $12 
GLENFIDDICH 18 yr (H), matured in Oloroso sherry and bourbon casks $17 
GLENFIDDICH 21 yr (H), finished in rum casks for distinct and bold flavor $30 
GLEN GARIOCH FOUNDERS RESERVE (H), (Glen Geary) honey, heather & spice $10 
GLENLIVET 12 yr (S), full and rich, sweet creamy vanilla feel on the tongue. $8 
GLENLIVET FOUNDER’S RSRV (S) Notes of oranges, pears, hint of toffee apples, balanced and extremely smooth. $12 
GLENMORANGIE 10 yr (H), Very fruity and thick, spices $8.50 
GLENMORANGIE QUINTA RUBAN (H) dark & intense.  Mint chocolate, walnuts lays the foundation for oranges.  $18 
GLENMORANGIE NECTAR D’OR (H) rich, spicy & sweet; Ginger, toasted almonds lemon meringue and honey.  $22 
GLENMORANGIE LASANTA (H) aged in oak and Oloroso sherry casks, spice & caramel $17 

HAIG CLUB (L) single grain, this is smooth, butterscotch and caramel  $18 
HIGHLAND PARK 12 yr (I), plenty of citrus and green notes $9 
HIGHLAND PARK 15 yr (I) florals and honey with just the right amount of  peat $20 
HIGHLAND PARK 18 yr (I), ripe floral notes, honeyed exotic fruits $25 
HIGHLAND PARK MAGNUS 12 yr deliciously smokey notes with lighter hints of fruit and vanilla, bold finish $15 
HIGHLAND PARK ODIN 16 yr (I) limited release, intense spice, dense oak with charred walnut $50  

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK (B), well put together, around 40 whiskies $11 
JOHNNIE WALKER FINISHED IN RYE CASK  hint of smoke on the nose vanilla notes on the palate $15 
JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE (B), Supple and balanced $35 
JOHNNIE WALKER RED (B), classic, full and rich $6 
JOHNNIE WALKER SONG OF FIRE-  Peated malt from Caol Ila lends subtle smoke, tempered by a rich, round sweetness. 
Full-bodied flavor with subtle red fruit, spice and sweet smoke. Best enjoyed neat for a warm, smooth finish.  $10 
JOHNNIE WALKER SONG OF ICE-Crisp, clean, grassy notes, followed by vanilla & tropical fruit.  From Clynelish. Taste 
is sweet, fruity, slight woody notes, and a full creamy mouthfeel.  $10 
LAGAVULIN 9 YEAR: Sweet smoke with a whiff of sea breeze. The palate is smoky with notes of caramelized banana, 
vanilla & charred marshmallow. The finish is dry & light with salted caramel. $18 
LAGAVULIN 16 yr (I), big, very redolent of iodine $28 
LAPHROAIG 10 yr Islay, massive, punchy dram, medicinal character $11 
LAPHROAIG SPECIAL10 yr (I) this spirit is a mingling of whiskies selected from prime all of the different types of oak 
they are aged in. This marriage is finished for six months in new American oak. Take all the things you love about Laphroaig 
and put them on steroids. This will certainly please the legions of dedicated imbibers that follow this brand. $15 
LEDAIG 10 yr isle of Mull medium bodied and rich; spice & smoke above charred oak, touch of pepper $17 
LONGMORN 16 yr (S), caramelized fruits, cream toffee, & chocolate $18 
MACALLAN 12 yr (S), described by Paul Pacult, as: "simply the best 12 Year single malt around"   $23 
MACALLAN 15 yr (S), lingering finish with hints of orange, chocolate and fruit $28 
MACALLAN 18 (H) dried fruits with spice, clove, orange and wood smoke, aged in sherry barrels, $35 
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MACALLAN SHERRY OAK #2 (H) Limited edition shaped by use of 7 exceptional oak casks from four bodegas $20 
MONKEY SHOULDER a blend of Speyside’s best offerings; Glenfiddich, Balvenie &Kininvie creamy vanilla $10 
OBAN 14 yr (H) an assertive round nose, finishes dry with malty and fruity undertones $24 
OBAN BAY RESERVE: Deep, rich notes of cherry pie and candied citrus peel blossom on the palate, drifting into a 
wonderful crème caramel with just a hint of charred oak.  $18 
OBAN LITLE BAY (H) palate is dominated by notes of baking spices, brown sugar, Christmas cake, and oak $12 
OBAN DISTILLER’S EDITION (H) yearly release of the usual 14-year Oban which is further matured for 6-18 mos 
in a Montilla Fino sherry butt, wave of deep black cherry, sweet apple juice, and the characteristic honey $23 
ROSEBANK 21 aged in refill American oak and refill European oak casks. $28  
SCAPA SKIREN (I) honey and vanilla, with a medium finish of oaky sweetness $18 
TALISKER 10 yr (I)  full-bodied with rich dried-fruit sweetness, and strong barley-malt flavors $13 
TALISKER STORM (I) smoke, sea salt in this limited edition offering    $18 
TOBERMORY 10 yr (isle of Mull) a fresh lightly peated, smoky nose prevails. $14 

 
WORLD WHISKEY 
BAIN’S CAPE MOUNTAIN (SOUTH AFRICA) Corn based, double aged in bourbon barrels $7 
HIBIKI (JAPAN) Japan’s most highly awarded blended whisky. Honey like sweetness with a long tender finish $20 
LARK 92 (TASMANIA)   Delightful round finish with notes of toffee and chocolate. $22 
YAMAZAKI (JAPAN) 12 yr. A tropically fruity nose, butter & cranberry on the palate with a long sweet ginger finish. $24 
PENDERYN (WALES) (pen-dare-in) matured in bourbon barrels and finished in Madeira $12 
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